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1.0 SCOPE AND PURPOSE 

1.1   As part of Reigate and Banstead Borough Council’s process of reviewing and preparing 
new detailed Planning Policies and at the initiative of Local Ward Councillors, The 
Kingswood Residents Association (KRA) have been invited to prepare a Design Guide 
for consideration by the Council.  

1.2   The purpose of this document is first and foremost to provide detailed local guidance to 
assist Reigate & Banstead Borough Council, the Local Planning Authority, (LPA) to 
manage, control and direct development proposals in Kingswood. It is also hoped that 
it will inform and guide residents/property owners where they wish to take actions 
outside the planning process, but which can still impact considerably on the 
appearance and qualities of a property.  

Consultation update  

1.3 In Feb 2014 the first version of this document was the subject of consultation with local 
residents, businesses (and development companies known to be frequently active 
within the local area). The results of a questionnaire survey returned from some 320 of 
the households/businesses canvassed (approx. 30% of the total number of 
questionnaires distributed)   indicated strong support for the analysis and prescription 
proposed with one exception. This exception related to the unacceptability of backland 
development in most circumstances. The full details of the consultation exercise, 
questionnaire and a quantative analysis of its responses can be viewed on the KRA 
web site:  http://www.kingswoodvillage.org/residents-association.   

1.4 This second draft of the document has undergone minor editorial changes to improve 
clarity and to reflect the change of emphasis on backland development mentioned 
above. In principle therefore, given the norms associated with response rates for this 
type of subject matter, it can be seen that the document enjoys a large measure of 
support from the local community.  Notwithstanding the KRA’s consultation, the 
Council have indicated that they will need to consult again to satisfy “the rules” for 
such documents. However, it is anticipated that, following this second round of 
consultation, the document will be adopted by the Council as design guidance with the 
status of a “Supplementary Planning Document”. Its function as an emerging draft and 
final document will be a material consideration (of increasing weight) in relation to the 
assessment of planning applications in Kingswood. Arguably, the KRA are advised,  
with the endorsement of the consultation response already received, even at this 
stage, the design guidance can feature as a material consideration in relation to the 
determination of planning applications.  

Scope 

1.5 The guidance relates to the part of Kingswood currently defined by planning policy as 
“Urban Area” and excludes land designated, inter alia, as Green Belt which fully 
surrounds the built up parts. It also excludes the site of the Railway Station and its car 
park and immediately adjacent commercial uses which have been the subject of a 
recent “Planning Brief”. Although the former BBC site of Kingswood Warren is also 
excluded, from assessment, as this has been developed recently in a form supported 
by local residents and the KRA, it is included within the area which the guidance 
covers.   
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1.6  One function of the Council’s emerging Core Strategy (its latest planning policy) is to 
consider whether Green Belt boundaries should be altered. Having regard to the 
advanced stage reached in the process of plan preparation/adoption and the 
indication, that no changes are foreseen in relation to the Green Belt land surrounding 
Kingswood, the geographical area of the guidance thus appears reasonably future 
proof: certainly within the life of the emerging new Development Plan1 

1.7 Kingswood has over the last 10 years or so experienced extensive pressure from 
development and it is undeniable that some parts have undergone considerable 
change. Whilst planning policy has, in part, been directed towards the protection of the 
existing character, it appears that the absence of analysis and agreement as to what 
elements are important for character (i.e. townscape) retention and how that should be 
achieved, have hindered the policy aim. Problems with the implementation of many 
developments, in the area, have also been high on local residents’ agendas   

1.8  It is the case that the area is not of uniform townscape quality and it is therefore 
important to identify such differences and to hone the prescription to suit. Moreover, for 
the prescriptions to be fully effective it is simply not enough to identify the “as is” 
condition and proceed from there. Rather it is necessary to assess whether there are 
shortcomings or problems which the prescription should attempt to remedy. 

Content 

1.9  The remainder of the document follows the following format:  

Section 2 sets out the overarching planning policy framework in order to set the 
planning context for the study and proposals 

Section 3 provides a brief exposition of the history of development of the area and 
how that and the geology and topography have influenced character. This helps to 
inform and give further context to the townscape study    

Section 4 introduces the methodology and the classification concepts used in the 
townscape analysis. 

Section 5 presents the results of the townscape analysis: including a number of 
recommendations as to boundary changes, enhanced status and additions to the list of 
locally important buildings  

Section 6 presents issues raised from site development and other changes       

Section 7 provides a detailed prescription detail for future development 

 

                                                      
1 The generic term given to the Core Strategy,  the Site Development Policies and other related 
documents which constitute the new Framework Plan      



2.0   THE PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

2.1    At the National level, planning policy is principally provided by the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF). This contains a number of key advocacies of which the 
overarching principle is of encouraging sustainable development. Of particular 
relevance to the content of this Design Guide is the NPPF’s  statement of policy that 
one element of sustainable development is the need for good design, to respond, 
inter alia, to local character and reflect the identity of local surroundings1  

2.2    At Borough level the saved Local Plan policies and emerging Core Strategy, referred 
to below, provide the framework for the control/ management of development.  

2.3   The emerging Framework Plan - Core Strategy was subject of a hearing in May 2013 
following which further amendments underwent consultation in July/August  with a 
further hearing on these which took place in December 2013. Draft policy CS2 is of 
particular note to any Design Guidance.   

 
Development will respect, maintain and protect the character of the valued 
townscapes in the borough, showing consideration for any detailed design 
guidance that has been produced by the Council for specific built-up areas of 
the borough (emphasis added).  
Proposals will:  

a. Reflect high standards of sustainable construction in line with policy CS9.  
b. Be of a high quality design which takes direction from the existing 

character of the area and reflects local distinctiveness.  
c. Be laid out and designed to make the best use of the site and its physical 

characteristics, whilst minimising the impact on surrounding properties 
and the environment.    

d. Protect and where appropriate enhance existing areas of biodiversity value 
and the links between them.  

 
 

2.4   The principal land use in Kingswood is housing. In relation to potential housing growth 
in the area, it is instructive to note that the hearing Inspector commented as follows: 

 
“…….I consider that there is an appreciable difference within the North Downs area 
between certain relatively well located and accessible suburban areas (some with link 
to centres outside the borough) and other poorly connected, smaller settlements such 
as Walton, Kingswood, Lower Kingswood and Woodmansterne (emphasis added). 
Because the third and fourth sentences of paragraph 6.4.4 do not recognise such a 
distinction, I recommend the following modification: 

 
Some suburban settlements, particularly in the north-west of the area, have 
reasonable accessibility and provide significant opportunities for residential 
intensification which will come forward as windfall sites. Most other settlements 
in the area have fewer services and lower transport accessibility and generally 
have low potential for accommodating high levels of growth”.  

 
2.5    This amendment is incorporated into the current consultation version and draft policies 

and particular CS8, relating to encouraging Sustainable Development, need be viewed 
in that context.  

                                                           
1 Para 58 NPPF refers 
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2.6    The detail of this and other relevant draft policies are set out in Appendix A   

 
 
2.7    In time the Development Management Plan will provide more detailed policy/guidance 

on controlling development in relation to all aspects of the Core Strategy. In the 
interim, saved policies of the Reigate & Banstead Local Plan (First Alteration), which 
was adopted in April 2005, will apply. There is also Supplementary Guidance on “local 
distinctiveness” prepared under it aegis but this is Borough wide and somewhat 
generalised.  A number of Local Plan policies are key to providing the context within 
which any Design Guidance, specific to the area of study, must sit and it is therefore 
important to also record these.  

 
2.8    There are a number of relevant policies: 
 

Ho9 – General design and layout 
H013 – Overarching policy aimed at character protection 
Ho14 deals specifically with back garden land 
Ho15 – Designating special character areas with additional protective measures   
Ho16 dealing specifically with frontage plots and extensions and 
PC4 relating to tree cover and its protection 

 
 
2.9  The Residential Areas of Special Character (RASC) in Policy Ho15 have been 

selected for their unique characteristics and include the whole of the original Costain 
Kingswood Estate in Kingswood. Additionally, a small part of that Estate, containing 
several Arts & Crafts houses, has been designated a Conservation Area. 

 
2.10  It is noted that within the RASC some of the criteria of both Ho14 and Ho16 are, to all 

intents and purposes, replicated and more fully tabulated in the RASC policy. 
However, outside the RASC all of their criteria are germane.   

 
2.11  These policies are set out in Appendix B with the supporting text which amplifies parts 

of the policies and their criteria, Current car parking standards are also tabulated there.   
 

2.12  As part of the Design Guidance analysis, it is relevant to consider whether, inter alia, 
the RASC designation should be reduced or extended and/or whether there are areas 
of notable townscape quality which require recognition in some other way.    
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3.00  GEOLOGY AND  HISTORY  
 
         The geology and its landscape implications. 
 
3.1   Kingswood is situated on the dip slope of the North Downs, a ridge of chalk hills 

running generally east/west with the dip slope towards London and an escarpment 
facing south e.g. through Box Hill and Colley Hill.  The dip slope is dissected by 
several small, mainly dry valleys, one of which is the Chipstead Valley running 
through into Kingswood. In the vicinity of Kingswood the underlying chalk is 
covered by clay to varying depth but with chalk at or near the surface either side of 
the Chipstead Valley railway line (see Geological Map Appendix F). This band of 
near surface chalk narrows going from east (Chiphouse Wood) to west, ending at 
the A217 but with spurs through the village shopping area and Outwood Lane. 
Patches of brickearth exist in the centre of the valley.  

 
3.2   The landscape of Kingswood was, and still is, highly influenced by the acidic 

properties of the overlying clay soil as opposed to the chalk areas. Thus the 
majority of Kingswood has a verdant green foliage of rhododendrons, azaleas, 
hydrangeas etc topped by a variety of trees including birches, oaks, maples as well 
as various pines. These plants and trees are significantly diminished or absent near 
the railway line. 

 
         Early History. 
   
3.3   As the name implies, Kingswood in the 12th century was essentially a wooded area, 

sparsely populated and used for hunting by the rich and wealthy including the early 
Henry kings. By the 16th century it was being used by Henry VIII from the nearby 
Nonsuch Palace. The area became known as the Manor of Kingswood and passed 
through various Lords of the Manor in family succession. Kingswood Warren 
Mansion was built in 1837 but with the death of Thomas Alcock, the last Lord of the 
Manor in the 1860s (he commissioned the building of St. Andrew’s Church), the 
Kingswood Warren Estate and Mansion with much surrounding land was sold by 
his executors to Sir John Craddock-Hartopp. Notoriously Craddock-Hartopp was 
bankrupted after trying to enclose and develop the Banstead Commons.  

 
3.4   Henry Cosmo Orme Bonsor, an influential businessman and MP, then acquired the 

Kingswood Warren Estate in 1885. Amongst his many activities, it was his 
directorship role on the South Eastern Railway Board that brought the railway to 
Kingswood through the Chipstead Valley to terminate here in 1897. A few years 
later the line was extended to Tattenham Corner. 

 
       Development history. 
 
3.5   In the latter stages of the 19th century the turnpike roads and stagecoach system 

were overtaken by the arrival and development of railways. With proximity to 
London, this in turn led to a massive population growth with the better-off looking 
for countryfied areas to live in and commute to work. 
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3.6   With train services to London starting in 1897, Henry Bonsor organised the building 
of arts and crafts style houses utilising the services of the notable Edwardian 
architect Paxton Watson. These exist in the now identified Conservation Area 
mainly to the east of the station (see Conservation Area shown in Fig 1 at Section 
5). The Paxton Watson houses are complimented by the railway station and the 
Station Hotel (now a public house) of the same date. The form of the Paxton 
Watson houses, their composition, roof pitch, massing and large well landscaped 
gardens gave the localised area a cohesive identity. 

  
3.7   Whilst selling his interest in the Paxton Watson houses, Henry Bonsor set up 

Walton Heath Land Company in 1911 and sold the Mansion plus 102 acres to the 
mill owner Joseph Rank, but retained some 500 acres for development. The First 
World War slowed and delayed development. However, in the early 1920s, William, 
the son of Richard Costain, a large housing developer based in Liverpool, came 
south looking for house building opportunities.   He purchased the Walton Heath 
Land Company and a separate business, Richard Costain & Sons was formed in 
1923. They became major contractors in developing property in Kingswood, 
Tadworth and elsewhere in and around London. 

 
3.8   The sequence and progress of development can be seen from old Ordnance Survey 

maps covering the range of dates from 19111 to 1946,  Figs A, C&D refer. Also 
shown, as part of the sequence, as Fig B, is an extract from a plan prepared by 
Richard Costain & Sons Ltd.  

 
3.9    Along with the Paxton Watson houses in Waterhouse Lane, prior to 1911 early 

development took place in Furze Hill and St Monica’s Road, naturally close to the 
station. The village shops followed and by the mid 1920s much of the Furze Hill 
area up to and including Copt Hill Lane had been developed with considerable infill 
continuing to take place up to 1933 including Alcocks Lane and Hill Lane. This 
development was more piecemeal than that which was to follow for the Kingswood 
Warren Estate. Bonsor for example sold some 56 acres of land bounded roughly by 
Waterhouse Lane/Alcocks Lane/Copt Hill Lane/Furze Hill/St Monica’s Road in 1906 
to the Densham brothers (from outside the area). They in turn sold on parts thereof 
including in 1922 to William Costain (acting as landowner) who sold on parts in his 
turn to others, much as developers do today, for houses to be built.  

 
3.10 During the 1920s few houses were built on the Kingswood Warren Estate but in 

1928 Warren Farm became Kingswood Golf Club. Houses were built alongside the 
railway line in Woodland Way and Richard Costain & Sons set out their plans for 
the development of The Warren Estate bounded by Woodland Way and Sandy 
Lane, including Warren Drive. In 1934 a formal agreement was signed between the 
Urban District Council of Banstead and Richard Costain Limited. This set out the 
future roads, general plot sizes and limiting dimensions to houses and distance of 
the building line from the road.  

                                                           
1 Author’s note – I have not included older OS maps  - subject to further review as to value in this 

context 
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3.11  Similarly, during this period of time Richard Costain were also developing The 
Chase, The Glade and Forest Drive,  taking it appears, much of the cue for the 
road layouts and character (save for the northern end of Forest Drive) both for 
this part and the Warren Estate from the Bonsor concept for the first phase2. 
The Richard Costain Kingswood Estate Plan (also Tadworth) is, as previously 
noted, shown in Fig B3 Development by Costain of both The Chase and Warren 
Estates continued through the 1930s with the creation of Beech Drive and Bears 
Den being added. Prior to the start of the 1939 war nearly all these planned houses 
had been built but the war brought a further pause to development. 

 
3.12 In the last 70 years there has been continued development of houses at higher 

density and/or larger footprints. Infill developments have taken place at various 
locations such as Lilley Drive, Beeches Wood and the south end of Sandy Lane. 
Part of Kingswood was designated a Residential Area of Special Character (RASC) 
by the Council (shown on Fig 1 at Section 5) the character of which is discussed in 
detail in the succeeding sections. Finally it is interesting to see that the ‘built up’ 
boundaries of Kingswood remain much the same as they have been for many 
years doubtless reinforced in recent times by the Green Belt designation of the 
surrounding land. 

 
 

                                                           
2          It has not been possible to differentiate the contributions made by the architect and 

developer in relation to the question of the townscape character that was intended and 
resulted. However, it is more likely that whilst Paxton Watson was responsible for individual 
house designs, the initial developer i.e. Bonsor had the vision of the character of 
development he wanted to market. Thus it would appear more appropriate to attribute the 
first use of the ‘Arcadian’ concept of townscape in Kingswood to Bonsor rather than Paxton 
Watson . 

 
3          Author’s note – whilst dated in manuscript as 1931, the date of the OS on which it is based 

and the revisions added to them suggest it represents the position circa 1920. 
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4.0 METHODOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION  

Methodology 

4.1    In planning policy terms special designations have been given to a major part of 
Kingswood’s “urban area”; recognising its notable townscape characteristics and high 
levels of residential amenity.  

4.2    These designations are a judgement as to the uniqueness of this area and have been 
arrived at in a Borough wide context. They therefore form a legitimate base line for 
assessment purposes.  

4.3    Informed by townscape and related conservation theory, it is therefore proposed to 
assess the comparative townscape quality of the various parts of the special 
designated areas. It is also appropriate for such assessment to acknowledge the 
distinction between the elevation of part of the area to Conservation status; although, 
in this case, its emphasis relates to the architectural and historic merit of individual 
buildings1 rather than the area’s overall townscape qualities. In forming an assessment 
it will also be appropriate to recognise and incorporate existing Nationally and Locally 
Listed Buildings and Gardens; as they also contribute to the character of the area.  

4.4    It is usual for townscape assessment2, amongst other things, to record and evaluate 
the architecture of individual buildings in relation to their role in the streetscape and 
possibly beyond. However, in the case of Kingswood there are three key factors which 
indicate that only exceptionally should individual architectural qualities be recognised.   

4.4.1  The first is that much of the area owes any specialness it has, to the presence 
of more than normal amounts of soft landscape and which form the principal 
element of its character. In this context individual buildings are secondary and 
in the best examples are often only glimpsed.  

 
4.4.2  Secondly and notwithstanding that there is, in any event, a broad spectrum of 

architectural styles with little cohesion (save for the role of their scale and 
landscaping in particular) with the possible exception of small pockets within 
the Conservation Area.  

 
4.4.3  Thirdly, as noted above, there is a National and Local system already in   

place which identifies, inter alia, the architectural qualities of individual 
buildings. This information is “a given” to this assessment.  

4.5    Thus only where a building is of an exceptional quality not already recognised 
(Conservation Area aside) and or performs an important townscape function will it be 
appropriate to acknowledge it.    

4.6    The basis of the original planning policy designation is now some 22 years old. When 
preparing design guidance and in a comprehensive review for the whole of Kingswood, 
it is appropriate that the boundaries of existing special designations should be 
reviewed.  In addition, the areas beyond should be reassessed to discover whether 
any parts rank as relatively unique and thus deserve protection by designation either 
using the existing ranking status or by some intermediate designation. 

                                                           
1 See R&B Committee report of 17th Dec 2008  setting out reasons for designation  
 
2 See for instance English Heritage publication: Townscape Assessments  Kingswood Supplementary Planning Document 12



4.7    In essence it is intended to concentrate on the design/qualities of the external “public 
realm” - spaces between buildings and along streets. Thus the question of scale 
(height to width), coherence, as well as the particular qualities of the floorscape and 
the vertical planes of the space, are all germane. The function of landscape elements 
such as large trees, in back gardens, which are visible between and over frontage 
buildings is also thus relevant to the character of the streetscape.     

4.8    As noted in the preceding section, it is readily evident, that not all areas, even within 
the RASC, have a uniform character. This is, in part, a function of the historical 
evolution, geological and topographical circumstances met in the area.  
Notwithstanding their origin, it is important that distinct as well as subtle changes of 
townscape character are exposed to assist the formulation of sensitive criteria for 
decision making.  

4.9    Given that so much of the areas qualities are a function of its soft landscape elements, 
it is also germane to note that the survey/appraisal work (using the classifications 
below) has been undertaken during the summer when the landscaping contribution is 
at its greatest. Whilst there are extensive amounts of evergreen shrub species in some 
parts, it is apparent that reviewing the area in the summer capitalises on the soft 
landscape contribution.  

4.10  Against the background of the comparative assessments referred to at 4.2 et seq, it is 
intended to identify what contribution development, in all its guises from householder 
extensions to full redevelopment, has made: either positive or negative. In turn, this 
completed assessment will inform the formulation of the design guidance.    

4.11  With the help of the KRA steering committee and then through wider consultation it is 
hoped that a consensus can be built around, the analysis, the problem definition and 
ultimately the prescription.  

Classification  

4.12  The different townscape characters present in Kingswood range from the  shopping 
frontage form of the Village Centre, through various types of plain and verdant 
suburban to semi-rural places, semi Arcadian and full Arcadian: of both the formal and 
informal types.   

4.13 In relation to Arcadian townscape, it is instructive to note that the concept was 
developed from the picturesque school of landscape design as used in our country 
house parks by notables such as Bridgeman, Brown, Landseer & Repton. These parks 
incorporated meandering walks which revealed temples, grottos, follies and statues as 
surprise features set in a magnificent dominant landscape.  

4.14  In informal Arcadia winding roads among trees and other substantial landscaping allow 
houses to appear at intervals; analogous to surprise features in the park landscape. 
Importantly too the vertical landscape provides a coherent unifying structure in which 
buildings of varying design successfully coexist. It is thus the landscape which 
dominates rather than buildings. Whereas, with urban form it is the converse. Between 
these two extremes lies suburban form; some more verdant others.  

4.15  Formal Arcadia uses the same general design principles (vertical landscape element 
dominance) but involves sections of straight rather than winding road geometry; often 
wide avenue type spaces as opposed to lanes with more formal planting.  
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4.16. There are also subtle variations of the themes possible where an informal Arcadian 
arrangement relates e.g. to a wide but curving avenue creating a semi-formal space. 
Moreover, in some instances, even different sides of the same street can exhibit 
different characteristics. 

4.17  In both Informal and Formal Arcadia, it is usual for there to be grass verges in lieu of 
pavements and in informal Arcadia there may be virtually no verges with the 
shrub/hedging boundary landscaping touching the carriageway edge.  

4.18  A further rustic form but which occurs organically” i.e. unplanned, is where former 
country lanes experience low density housing development. Where significant tree and 
other planting remains or is appropriately reinforced a semi- rural street character is 
often present;  particularly where there are no footways and or verges or banks and 
front boundary planting is un-manicured. 

4.19  Another further form of hybrid results in semi Arcadian streetscapes. This is where the 
buildings become more visible and dominant, albeit, that there is still a significant 
quantity of vertical landscape elements. In turn this form, with less vertical planting but 
nonetheless well landscaped spaces and more openness, becomes what is 
sometimes called verdant suburbia. This character of space is often associated with 
low density estates of the late 1970’s and 1980’s.   

4.20  As the continuum proceeds we encounter the suburban open plan form with little 
vertical landscaping components; often visually dominated by the highway serving it 
and the visibility of the houses. This type of townscape is often, although not 
exclusively, associated with low density estate development of the 1960’s early 70’s.  

4.21 Kingswood’s repertoire also embraces a few examples of a more “urban” form of  
suburbia (with little if any landscaping and fragmented spaces too loosely contained by 
buildings to become really urban) as well as a suburban shopping streetscape with 
terraces of shops and accommodation over, as well as a few adjacent commercial 
buildings.  

4.22  Finally, in accord with standard practice, in assessing the quality of the streetscapes, it 
is important to identify important views or vistas.  As noted before, individual buildings 
which perform a key visual function or exhibit particularly notable features, as well as 
those where negative impacts arise from various features should also be identified.   

4.23  For completeness, the Listed Buildings and Gardens shown on the assessment survey 
plans are noted individually in Appendix C  
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5.0    ASSESSMENT  

5.1   The results of the survey combined with existing designations, (Listed Buildings etc) 
are shown on the Ordnance based map at Fig 1. 

5.2    As foreshadowed, the survey confirms a spectrum of townscape ranging from 
Suburban with little landscaping to exemplary examples of Arcadia. 

5.3   Taking the currently identified RASC designated area first, it is readily apparent  that, 
even within it, there is considerable variation of townscape character: both of type and 
scale, albeit, that a generally common unifying feature is that of carriageways with no 
footways and grass verges or substantial shrubs to front property boundaries forming 
the edge condition. The exception to this occurs principally in Waterhouse Lane where 
there is a dedicated footpath on the north side – in places behind a verge. However, 
notwithstanding this the character of much of it is Arcadian and this unifies with the 
greater majority of the RASC area 

5.4    Woodland heritage has clearly played a part in setting character but this is not 
exclusively so. Plot frontages and building widths and depths have had considerable 
influence. For instance the eastern arm of Forest Drive generally has smaller plot 
frontages (and plots) than most of those in the central section of The Glade. In the 
former location the generality is of less landscaping (both horizontal and vertical) – in 
part a corollary of the absence of sufficient space for sufficient softscape planting.  

5.5   Conversely, as noted parts of the area contain examples of Arcadia at its best with 
buildings discretely set in a magnificent dominant landscape. The greater part of 
Waterhouse Lane, the entirety of The Warren, most of the eastern arm of Woodland 
Way (from The Warren to the junction with Sandy Lane), the first section of Eyhurst 
Close from Woodland Way to the tree island, as well as much of the roads within the 
Conservation Area (C.A.), enjoy this character (although there are some notable small 
areas of exception in the C.A. – see survey plans). There are also sections of Beech 
Drive, Warren Drive, Woodland Way’s northern arm and the eastern part of The 
Chase, where Arcadian character is in evidence. In addition there are some smaller 
pockets of similar character townscape. Worthy of mention in this context is much of 
Outwood Lane, which whilst not strictly Arcadian, is nonetheless pleasantly semi-rural 
with landscape elements being dominant.  The scale (and consequent detailed 
character of all these spaces) varies according to the road width and geometry and 
when reviewing the survey assessment needs to be factored in. The Warren for 
instance presents a straight wide semi-formal avenue whereas, for instance, the upper 
section of Eyhurst Close provides an intimate lane character.  

5.6    Those parts of the area which are semi Arcadian within the RASC are also notable 
sharing many of the unifying characteristics of Arcadia: the lower density of planting 
and the consequent greater visual presence of the buildings marking them out. 
However, that said, they also share the general RASC theme in relation to road form 
and taken together this appears to represent a townscape form which, in relative terms 
to full  Arcadia, is nonetheless somewhat unusual and therefore worthy of special 
attention.  
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5.7    Beyond that classification, the “road/verge” characteristics, mentioned in para 5.3, are 
the principal townscape elements which distinguish those locations from than much of 
the built form encountered in a Borough wide context. 

5.8    Since the original designation, there have been pockets of redevelopment some of 
which share the townscape qualities of areas which were excluded as they were of 
markedly different characteristics. In reviewing matters now it would not appear 
appropriate to continue with the RASC umbrella for these locations. Accordingly, it is 
suggested that Pinehurst Close and Hamilton Place.is omitted. However, on balance 
Beeches Wood and Gledhow Wood, which also share “open plan” characteristics are 
not suggested for omission due to their visual coherence and the quality of their 
landscaping and consequent semi Arcadian setting. Subject to the forgoing, there 
would not seem to be a case for omitting any other areas from the current RASC. 
However, that being so, it is of paramount importance that the distinguishing features 
of the different characters are recognised and the area not treated uniformly.   

5.9    Moreover, given the variation and the exemplary qualities of some homogeneous parts 
there appears, with the extent of change (discussed further in the next section dealing 
with “current issues”), to be a strong case to recognise these exemplary qualities by 
affording enhanced townscape status.1 Two such areas relatively extensive areas are 
specifically identified in the survey but there are also sporadic short pockets where the 
qualities spoken of are evident. Some of these are already in the Conservation Area 
but there are tracts, one large in particular, which is not.  Furthermore, even within the 
Conservation Area, it would appear important to recognise and at least lay equal 
stress on the role of landscaping, as well as some individual buildings, in providing the 
townscape quality of the location.  

5.10  Also in terms of recognising their uniqueness/contribution to the quality of the 
townscape, Warren Lodge on the corner of Beech & Warren Drives provides an 
attractive “target” building which successfully “turns” the corner, whist White Oaks in 
The Glade represents the only example of 1930’s style  “modern movement” house set 
in mature well landscaped grounds. Both should be added to the “Local List” with the 
possibility of full Listing status being investigated.  Other buildings of townscape merit 
are to be found at Dormer Cottage, The Chase, a thatched cottage style house and 
Little Manor Lodge, The Glade: the latter forming a minor visual target at the northern 
end of The Chase. Again these would appear candidates for local listing.   

5.11  There is a network of public footpaths/bridle ways which runs through the RASC area 
and adjacent parts. Poor surface maintenance/cleaning issues aside, these provide 
pleasant shortcuts in places although the often 2m fencing (which has recently 
replaced the softscape) has “canalised” some sections. Where this occurs the spaces 
are noticeably less attractive and inviting. However, this evaluation does not feature on 
Figure1 (to which reference has previously been made).     

                                                           
1An Article 4 Direction removing “Permitted Development” for front boundary walls or fencing and front 
hard surfacing is recommended to accompany such recognition  
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5.12  Outside the current RASC, there are some parts which share similar characteristics to 
the Arcadian parts within the RASC or are otherwise noteworthy and therefore merit 
recognition. Parts of Alcocks Lane, Copt Hill Lane and Waterhouse Lane so qualify 
and are identified on Fig 1.   

5.13  Elsewhere, there are examples of well landscaped “open plan” layouts such as large 
parts of the Warren Lodge Drive Estate. However, whilst undoubtedly pleasant, they 
do not exhibit the special townscape form, as does much of the RASC, which mark 
them out.  

5.14  The shopping parade of Waterhouse Lane contains a mixture of buildings, some of 
which could be described as plain at best. These contribute little to the townscape 
quality of the street. Some commercial buildings adjacent also contribute little to the 
quality of their surroundings. Given the multiplicity of ownerships, the state of demand 
for, shop/small commercial premises and the possible implications of the Station 
development, whose form is yet to emerge from the Planning Brief for the site, it would 
appear prudent to make the Village Centre the subject of a separate, self-contained 
study which considers matters, including townscape/character in further detail at a 
later date.             
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6.0    CURRENT ISSUES 

6.1    Housing and householder developments, of various sorts, which have emerged over 
the last 10 or so years and are continuing to occur raise a number of key issues in 
relation to character. 

6.2   In relation to the adverse impact of much new development on character - most 
noticeably within the RASC but also elsewhere, a number of factors coalesce. 
Whereas formerly, many houses nestled in their dominant/semi dominant landscaped 
settings, for houses built in the last few years, the converse is now more usually the 
case with buildings and often their parking areas forming the dominant feature. This 
problem is exemplified in the photos overleaf  

6.3    The key issues revolve around the scale of the buildings and landscaping. Firstly, the 
extent of landscaping has not perpetuated the Arcadian legacy. Most sites have been 
cleared except for specimen or TPO1 trees with under storey planting and other 
substantial shrubbery being lost. This is particularly important in relation to the front 
and sides of buildings which generate the street scene.  

6.4   The new landscaping is, with one or two exceptions, wholly inadequate. It is often 
“suburban” not Arcadian in concept, of insufficient mass; with shrubbery being highly 
manicured and “single line” deep and with little if any “understorey” planting beneath 
new trees. Moreover, new tree planting scale is confined to ornamental and medium 
scale species – forest scale, the very stuff of the much of the Kingswood being absent. 
Problems with respect to inappropriate landscaping treatment also relate to high solid 
entrance gates, front boundary walls and railings and visually dominant kerb edging to 
verges. The presence of even a 1m high front boundary wall in an otherwise uniform 
softscape can be visually disruptive and diluting to Arcadian character.  

6.5    However, many of these latter components are also often encountered in the context 
of alterations to existing properties, rather than in new development, where planning 
permission is not required. Work by “landscaping” contractors on existing properties 
which results in suburbanising gardens by removing large areas of understorey 
planting and replacing with lawns and topiary shrubs has also further contributed to a 
dilution of Arcadian character. Where the planning system is involved or able to 
influence these matters however it is important that the opportunity is taken.  

                                                           
1 As A result of a systematic approach by the Council to the making of TPO’s, in the area, few 
significant tress are now at risk from pre-emptive felling  
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This... 

 

or this... 
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Contrasted with this... 

 

or this...  
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         Whilst details such as this kerb and verge treatment also undo cohesion and are 
foreign to the Arcadian landscape vocabulary.  

 

Similarly this front boundary wall  
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         The KRA’s influence through advocacy on its web site and elsewhere might be an 
appropriate vehicle to tackle these adverse landscape changes which lie outside 
planning control and this is subject to further attention at Appendix D. 

6.6    By contrast with the forgoing it appears that the amount of shrub and tree planting is 
often more dense and effective on schemes for flats or houses with communal areas in 
the Borough.  

6.7    Remedying the deficiencies of landscaping on development in the RASC would go 
some way to assist. However, this will not of itself resolve the problem on any future 
development, since Arcadian character relies on a dominant landscape. For this to 
happen there needs to be sufficient room for the right type of landscaping to be 
planted and flourish. Apart from the impact of large areas of hard surface and lawn, the 
extent of side separation and the depth and height of buildings play important roles.   

6.8    The plan form and depth of many new houses relies on a building effectively three 
rooms deep. To achieve adequate daylight to the intermediate rooms, such a plan 
form requires a ground floor aspect to the side. At the sort of distances approved, often 
of about 3m from the side boundary, this strongly tends to inhibit the height and mass 
of planting which is tolerable. Moreover, when the inevitable path around the building 
is factored in, the effective planting area is reduced to about 2m or less.  

6.9    The effect of the reduced scale of landscaping and consequent visual dominance of 
the building is further compounded by both the depth of the building and its sheer 
height and lack of modulation – often presenting a flank wall effectively some two and 
half conventional storeys high to eaves.  

6.10  Formerly many houses in the RASC were built to one side of their plot with consequent 
small side spacing on the “close” side. However, this was subsidised by the generous 
side spacing on the next plot which abutted with its “wide” side. The result gave 
generous space for separating planting. The effect of replicating closer side spacing on 
both sides, including in relation to some extensions which have been permitted, 
appears to be a key factor in the erosion of character particularly when coupled with 
the other aspects of scale spoken about. 
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6.11  Whilst the introduction of “backland” development has been successfully resisted in 
areas where this is not the norm, where it is already a feature a further problem has 
arisen from the form of development, its prominence and particularly that of its access 
as is exemplified in photos below.    

For instance this... 

 

This... 
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and this...  

 

compared to this  at “Tuckaway” – making great sense of its name 
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6.12  The key point is that the width of land for the access has been insufficient to provide for 
both a curving road geometry cutting off penetrating views and for Arcadian planting 
either side. Further the” hard edges” to the entrance conspire with adjacent drives to 
deny Arcadian planting to that part of the street.   

6.13  Architectural style does not appear to be the one of the key issues, except in so far as 
it might relate to the question of scale and consequent visual presence. The RASC is 
composed of houses from several different architectural genres. In many instances the 
dominant landscape has been the “glue” which has both separated and contained the 
building compositions whilst providing the unifying element. Thus, if matters of scale 
and landscaping can be addressed, the question of architectural language, at least 
within the RASC, would not appear to be pivotal to character   

6.14  By contrast to much of the forgoing, there are just one or two examples of where 
development has been absorbed without adversely affecting character. The photos 
below shows two such cases where not only is the building scale appropriate but 
importantly existing planting to boundaries has been retained. Had substantial tree 
planting been included in the first scheme shown, as well more of the area adjacent to 
the front boundary been devoted to additional shrub planting, reducing the impact of  
the gates, piers and wing walls would, the example would have been even better.  
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       Similarly  
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6.15  Further issues arise in respect of plot subdivision schemes, some of which are yet to  
be constructed  (having been countenanced on appeal)  and where buildings  
dominate the composition (see photo below) or it is anticipated will do so as, inter alia, 
there is insufficient space between buildings to absorb landscaping of an appropriate 
scale and density.  

 

6.16  Moreover, the provision of closer spaced drive arrangements, on the more restricted 
plot frontage, leads to a loss of frontage landscaping potential with consequential 
opening up of the sites and increasing the prominence of the buildings.   

6.17  Outside the RASC the adverse impact of development is particularly evident in St 
Monicas Road where the scale and form of buildings, particularly on the north side, 
has produced townscape tending toward the urban end of the spectrum in what was a 
relatively verdant suburban setting.  

6.18  The height and gable form of the buildings, exacerbated by the rising ground and their 
forward position (a relatively shallow building line) appear to be the key factors.  The 
development on the lower side is also somewhat unsatisfactory.  Long lengths of 
relatively flat facaded buildings have replaced individual houses and bungalows and 
the visual rhythm that once existed has been lost.  
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6.19  Finally although not a townscape/character issue, there is much local concern over  the  
traffic implications of any further intensification of development in the St Monicas 
Rd/Furze Hill area  in relation to the junction with Waterhouse Lane. This junction has 
acknowledged heavy peak flows, conflicting crossing movements and short sight lines.  

6.20  To date the Highway Authority (Surrey County Council) seems to have viewed the 
additional loading each scheme might impose as a modest percentage increment to 
traffic in isolation without regard to both the cumulative impact and the high existing 
volume at peak times and advised the Council accordingly. This seems the very 
antithesis of proper planning. 

6.21  In relation to the impact of development overall, it is evident that the character of parts 
of the area has changed dramatically and for the worse: particularly in sections of the 
RASC due to the cumulative effect of development not respecting the particular 
townscape characteristics of the road in which they are set. On appeal recently, two 
Inspector’s decisions have commented on the changed character of part of the RASC 
and regrettably used that as a template to endorse further change in a similar vein with 
both appellants and Inspectors citing, in particular, amplification 2 of the RASC policy 
(Ho15) which makes reference to the surrounding area for consideration purposes 
being the whole of the RASC and not just the immediate vicinity of a site. However, 
this is a misuse of that part which was an amplification relating only to the term 
“surrounding area” as found in criterion (v) of the policy (minimum plot size).  In turn, it 
appears, that has then been used to inform the generality of the application of the 
“case studies” in the Local Distinctiveness Guide  
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6.22  Conversely, in a further recent appeal decision in the RASC, an Inspector 
acknowledged that development permitted adjacent had adversely affected character 
due to its bulk and lack of landscape integration but opined this was not in accord with 
the policy and should not therefore be replicated      

6.23  Given it has long been the case that the RASC is composed of both distinct and subtly 
different characters, taking the whole of the RASC as the starting point for character 
allows any one small part to be imported to any other part. This is likely and indeed 
has adversely affected parts of once unique townscape causing a loss of the original 
identity and the creation of “low density suburbia” in substitution of an Arcadian setting.  

6.24  Moreover, the original Local Plan policy stance for of the RASC and its over-arching 
Borough wide policy sought to protect character as its prime consideration. These 
policies remain in place and those emerging do not, in essence, seek a different 
position in respect of the area subject to assessment. Given, the change of character, 
which (Planning Inspectors have noted) has led to a more building dominated 
townscape (and inherently less unique or satisfactory), it surely cannot be right in 
general, in terms of the policy stance (let alone any other consideration) to endorse yet 
further detrimental change.  

6.25  That said, the regrettable reality is that certain parts of roads may have reached the 
“tipping point” where the extent of change is cumulatively so extensive that even if any 
further development were formulated such that it contained “Arcadian ingredients” the 
road would be unlikely to recover either its former qualities or perhaps more 
importantly, attain the pinnacle of Arcadian townscape. Thus this is not just a loss of 
character but a lost chance to enhance it where that might have been needed. 
Notwithstanding that and the possible “tipping point” issue it would appear appropriate 
to arrest further change that moves away from the ideal of an Arcadian townscape and 
the still remaining dominant character of much of the area.     

6.26 In assessing these problems it also important not to lose sight of the factors in relation 
to householder development and alterations (described in para 6.3) and the part they 
are and have played particularly recently in reaping adverse change a significant part 
of which has required and been given planning permission.    

6.27  In addition to proposing and illustrating criteria, in the next section, designed to 
address the issues and avoid the repetition of what has happened recently, there is a 
collection of issues connected with the implementation of development which impact 
on residents’ amenity, road safety, convenience and on townscape quality.   

6.28  Firstly, there are issues connected with construction traffic size and routing; particularly 
on narrow roads and cul de sacs as well as the parking of construction traffic and 
tradespeople’s vehicles, the often destroyed state of grass verges adjacent to the 
development sites and the mud and debris deposited on the road. The photo below 
illustrates an aspect of the problem. 
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6.29  Secondly, there are problems of deliveries and construction work taking place during 
anti-social hours e.g. early mornings sometimes before 7am, evenings, Sundays and 
on bank holidays. On occasions plant noise even during the working day can be highly 
intrusive and unsatisfactory; particularly if it has to be endured for more than a few 
hours.  

6.30  Thirdly, there are a few contractors who use bonfires as a means of site clearance 
rather than “chipping and cart away”.  These are often allowed to burn for several 
days. Also surplus materials are often burnt during construction rather than taken 
away. For neighbours adjacent smoke from bonfires lasting several hours or even 
days can be most unpleasant as well as, under certain conditions, presenting a health 
hazard.   

6.31  Fourthly and compounding these first three implementation issues, are proximity and 
concurrency. The coalescence of impact from several simultaneous or virtually 
operations in a relatively small area can be very damaging to residents amenity. It is 
known that many have found this aspect of particular concern in the roads 
experiencing a concentration of development. Moreover, the inconvenience to local 
traffic, often occasioned as a result of the phenomenon, has brought a wider adverse 
impact to many local residents. Thus in addition to the scale of change raising serious 
issues, its rate has also.  
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6. 32  It is both settled planning law and practice that planning considerations and conditions 
in particular should not, in general, duplicate where other legislative provisions provide 
adequate control.  However, where there is an absence of control and the “public 
interest” (e.g. residents’ amenity) could be adversely affected, it is strongly arguable, 
that the planning system can and should fill the void. Moreover, where existing 
legislation can be shown to be ineffective or is likely to perform below local 
expectation, the planning system can thus legitimately fill the gap.  

6.33  A well rehearsed example of this is the now widespread requirement of Planning 
Authorities to either incorporate renewable energy provision to a certain level or build 
to a certain Code2 standard.  In either case it is arguable that the Building Regulations 
provide, inter alia, a national standard which buildings and their fittings must reach i.e. 
there is potential duplication if the planning authority step into the arena on this, yet, as 
noted it is accepted that seeking standards of construction and performance above the 
Building Regulations is a desirable proposition which is not inconsistent with either 
settled law or extant advice. 

6.33  It is evident from research that other planning authorities have conditions variously 
dealing with the first three implementation issues and these are set out in Appendix E. 
Their adoption is commended. 

6.34  With respect to the fourth, whilst it appears clear that there is a case to examine the 
potential to regulate the timing combined with the proximity of building, the KRA does 
not have the resources to extract and coordinate the base data: particularly bearing in 
mind that much of it is in records held by the Authority.  However, as part of the 
reciprocal arrangement by which this guidance is being prepared, the Authority is 
requested to examine this issue and if possible develop a controlling yardstick.                 

                                                           
2 Code for Sustainable Homes  
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7.0 THE PRESCRIPTION  

7.1    To prevent the further erosion of character within the RASC (and other like areas 
identified) the objective should be to ensure that development preserves and or 
reinforces Arcadian character of the particular form (e.g. informal, semi-formal, 
rural etc.) which characterises the road or otherwise survives in parts of it.  
Where the majority of existing frontages are narrower than that generally prevailing 
e.g. in part of Forest Drive (where, inter alia, buildings generally extend close to their 
side boundaries thereby precluding a wholly Arcadian solution) the aim should be to 
achieve a development solution which replicates the semi Arcadian or other 
townscape character of the immediate vicinity.  

7.2    Achieving the preservation and reinforcement of Arcadian character in relation to 
development  depends on two key factors:-  

• Sufficient space for the right type of landscaping 
• A scale and form of building which allows the landscape to dominate (rather than 

the building)     

7.3.   Four situations appear to typify commercial (as opposed to householder) 
development proposals.  

7.3.1  One for one – a small house replaced by a larger one  

7.3.2  Plot subdivision – splitting the frontage - sometimes with development in 
depth   

7.3.3  Development behind existing frontage properties approached by an access 
between the frontages and  

7.3.4  A combination of 7.3.2 and 3 where plot subdivision creates a tandem or semi 
tandem arrangement of units with those to the rear served by an accessway  

7.4.  In respect of  the situation at para 7.3.1 there is clearly no issue of principle; 
considerations relate solely to the form of development, whereas with those cases at 
paras 7.3.2/3/4 the principle of development needs to be considered. 

7.5.  With regard to plot frontage subdivision, the key tests are:-  

• Comparability of frontage, with the generality of  those adjacent,  at the building 
line (generally the key dimension as to side spacing with adjacent buildings)  and  
inter- related to that  

• The scope for Arcadian landscaping of the right type or other compatible form (see 
exception in para 7.1 above) being available and, importantly, demonstrated.  

• If the site is a corner plot with a return frontage then it is important to ensure that 
any building adequately stands off the return frontage boundary.  In general 
existing return frontage locations provide generous side boundary separation and 
notwithstanding the side separation criteria, explained in the case study of the 
situation at para 7.3.1, a minimum of 6m should be provided. This needs to be 
factored in to assessing the overall adequacy of the site  Note this concept 
applies equally to the type of cases referred to at paras 7.3.1 and 4 where 
these occur on sites with a return frontage   
 

1 including in that definition side extensions to existing houses, entrance gates and boundary walls/fencing 
(where planning permission is required)    
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7.6.   As to a development involving plots with new frontages, the key test (apart from any 
standard amenity impact considerations – massing, privacy etc.) is that of whether 
the development can fulfil criteria 2 above. Whilst much depends on the geometry of 
a site and the potential plots, as well as the proposed footprints of houses, study and 
experience indicate that, as a generality Arcadian townscape, with the modern trend 
for houses with extensive floorspace (circa 350m2),   is seldom achievable at 
densities in excess of 5 dwellings/ hectare. This figure should not be applied rigidly 
however, but with circumspection, since the ultimate key test of acceptability is a 
detailed qualative one. 

7.7.   Where a new accessway is to be formed to development at the rear, there is a point 
of principle to consider, simply in relation to the width of land devoted to it. To 
integrate or reinforce Arcadian townscape two components are required: a curving 
geometry to the carriageway in conjunction with sufficient space adjacent to support 
Arcadian landscaping such that the vista down the access way will be closed off 
within a few years growth of the planting. Study suggests that this is generally difficult 
to achieve in less than a10m width although again this should be assessed in the 
particular circumstances in relation to the extent of established landscaping either 
side which might legitimise a lesser provision. Further a lesser provision might be 
satisfactory in the context of an included frontage  development adjacent visually 
“contributing” part of its new or retained side boundary planning in part of the 
landscape margins to the access way itself. However, the ability to condition the 
implementation of the total planting would be pivotal to such an approach.     

7.8.   In relation to backland development (cases 7.3/4), in addition to any access issues, 
there is a matter of principle at stake in relation to the form of development which can 
be out of character and visually intrusive as well as having an undesirable nature 
conservation/ecological impact. Where there is an established pattern of such e.g. on 
the north /east side of parts of  Warren Drive, subject to the site being of sufficient 
size to support Arcadian landscaping and meet the standard amenity impact norms 
(see para 7.6 above) the principle of backland development may in exceptional 
circumstances be acceptable. Where however there is no established pattern of 
backland development there will be a strong presumption against development; 
particularly if in conjunction with the absence of ability to meet the tests referred to at 
7.7 above on access.  

7.9.  Subject to the above tests of principle being satisfied, it is appropriate to consider the 
interrelationship of the scale, mass and footprint of the proposed building(s) and any 
hard surfacing  with the desired landscaping solution (which in most instances will be 
a type of Arcadian planting scheme save for the exception - 7.1 refers). Thus the 
approach will be to determine whether the proposals involve a satisfactory synthesis 
between the key elements. First and foremost the landscape must “dominate”- not 
the building. Thus there is not only a relationship of footprint and hard surface which 
determines the area available for softscape but also matters of aspect from the 
dwelling which determine the scale and proximity of planting likely to be tolerable to 
occupants. Further and also importantly the scale, in particular, as well as the form of 
building needs to be subordinate to the landscaping with the number of storeys and 
bulk of the scheme adjoining the side boundaries influencing the amount of 
separation needed. Moreover, well articulated architectural forms (on wide buildings) 
restrained to a conventional two storey height to eaves of about 5.5m above ground 
level is inherently more likely to be absorbed into its landscaped setting. In making an 
assessment of the landscaping it would appear reasonable to have regard to its likely 
scale in 5 years thereby allowing for some growth and maturity to have developed.   
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7.10  Any other reason aside therefore, there is much to commend the retention of existing 
trees and shrubbery since they provide a degree of instant maturity and assist the 
development in meeting the criteria in 7.9 above.  

7.11 The result of applying these criteria is that development proposals will need to 
provide, at the very least, a “structural” landscaping strategy; indicating the scale and 
type of planting (deciduous or evergreen). If this is absent it should be sought at an 
early stage and before any application is considered.  

7.12  With regard to the formulation of both the strategy and detailed stages of landscaping 
it is helpful to note that the template of Arcadian planting exists in much of the area. 
However, on each scheme it should be tailored to reinforce the particular detailed 
character of the street. Thus achieving the right solution and replicating the best is 
comparatively easily achieved by simply copying the recipe it offers.  

7.13  Matters which require detailed comment however are, the avoidance of a just single 
line of shrub planting to the boundaries (with or without trees), planting forest as well 
as medium scale trees: the former being particularly important given many existing 
forest scale trees have reached maturity or are over mature. Additionally solutions 
should ensure any gates are visually permeable and the whole including any pillars 
and wing walls remain subordinate and of an appropriate style to the frontage 
treatment.  

7.14  Similarly, the extent  of hard surface parking areas need to be restrained to that of 
the generality of demand – seldom more than 4 cars - to avoid robbing potential 
softscape and in particular areas which should be supporting trees and under storey 
planting with a lawn apron. In relation to the road any verge edging and the treatment 
of the cross over should be in suitable rustic materials and remain discrete e.g. avoid 
large concrete or granite kerbs with substantial upstands.    

7.15  With further regard to hardstanding for parking, whilst no point of principle, per se, is 
taken against the erection of flats, within the RASC, even if the scale of building and 
its relationship to landscaping is satisfactory, it is likely that the greater areas need 
for parking will disqualify the scheme from meeting the aim in relation to achieving an 
appropriate Arcadian townscape.  

7.16  For the avoidance of doubt there is no presumption against any particular style of 
building or “architectural language”. Indeed, as long as landscaping contains and 
separates buildings there is a strong argument for bespoke individual designs as that 
adds to the richness of the townscape    

7.17  The following case studies example the operation of the forgoing principles but also 
importantly add detailed criteria to ensure the key objective and its components are 
met. In using these and particularly in applying the foregoing, it is most important to 
note that they cannot anticipate or deal with every situation. In each case it will 
behove both the designer and decision maker to consider the purpose of the 
particular criteria or test and assess to what extent, if any, a different detailed 
approach is called for in order to satisfy the objective at 7.1.        
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7.18 One for one scheme (a). This case study, at Fig 2, advances a solution for a typically 
sized plot.  The explanation on the drawing describes the detailed criteria and in the 
case of the side separation formula the reasoning behind it. Sketch street elevations 
are shown in Fig 3. Appendix G contains full details of a landscaping scheme which 
amplifies and satisfies the frontage and side boundary planting strategy outlined in 
the case study and illustrates what is expected in relation to development proposals.  
A computer generated image (CGI) at Fig 4a, which is based on the built form type of 
a parapet roof solution (as indicated in the bottom street elevation of Fig 3), shows 
the impact of the combination of the landscaping scheme in Appendix G, the side 
spacing required by the formula and its related modulation of the depth of the upper 
floors based on building height By contrast, the CGI at Fig 4b illustrates a solution 
typical of those previously pursued, where both the space for and extent of 
landscaping is inadequate and the mass at upper  levels on the side elevations is 
unmodulated. 

7.19 One process point, which also needs highlighting, is that the boundary landscaping is 
potentially undone (particularly in the longer term) unless “Permitted Development”, 
for side extensions, is removed by condition on any permission. It is important to note 
that in the case of extensions to existing houses, where planning control exists, the 
side separation formula is also germane and is an added element to the criteria in 
adopted Borough wide general supplementary planning guidance.  

7.20  The rear access scheme. This case study, at Fig 5, illustrates the detailed 
considerations in forming an access to a unit(s) at the rear of frontage properties 
where the principle of development is acceptable Particular attention is drawn to the 
curving geometry of the accessway and the landscaping which, in conjunction with 
one another, close off views down the drive.      

7.21  A development site providing for 2 or 3 plots. This case study, at Fig 6, shows how 
the combination of the criteria advanced in the previous two case studies combine to 
guide a redevelopment proposal. This involves two frontage properties, one retained 
with the land behind it developed, the other redeveloped in its entirety with a new 
frontage building and part of the former curtilage amalgamated with that adjacent to 
provide scope an accessway and for a second dwelling at the rear.  

7.22  Outside the RASC, the issue,, of character protection needs attention. Whilst there is 
general policy and supplementary guidance (SPG) in place, it appears that 
insufficient regard has been had to the principles discussed in the SPG, in relation to 
forms of buildings, street rhythm and the particular townscape character that existed. 
In general the prevailing townscape needs to be carefully respected by the form and 
layout of the development. Blocks of flats if appropriate, on other grounds, need to 
express the vertical rhythm of the buildings they replace so that they tend to read as 
a series of individual buildings albeit joined by subordinate links. Heights of buildings, 
particularly on rising ground need to be taken into account to avoid excessive visual 
dominance.  

 



Case Study 1
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Fig 2
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Fig 3
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Fig 4a.  Appropriate side separation, attenuated first floor widths as per 
formula and landscaping as set out in Appendix G. Note how mass is 
absorbed satisfactorily    

 

Fig 4b. Typical solution previously pursued. Even with landscaping more significant 
than much new development the building still appears over large and dominant      



Case Study 2
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Fig 5



Case Study 3
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Fig 6



Appendix A 
 
Core Strategy extracts  

 
Policy CS8 Sustainable Development  
 
Development will:  
1.  Make efficient use of land, giving priority to previously developed land and buildings within 

the built-up areas.  
2.  Be at an appropriate density, taking account of and respecting the character of local area 

and levels of accessibility and services.  
3.  Contribute to the creation of neighbourhoods which are supported by effective services, 

infrastructure and transport options and which are designed to be safe, secure and socially 
inclusive.  

4.  Protect and enhance the green fabric, and respect and contribute to the borough’s green 
infrastructure network.  

5.  Respect the ecological and cultural heritage of the borough including the historic 
environment.  

6.  Minimise the need to travel, whilst increasing opportunities to walk, cycle or use public 
transport, including as part of the green infrastructure network.  

7.  Minimise the use of natural resources, and contribute to a reduction in carbon emissions, 
by re-using existing resources, maximising energy efficiency, minimising water use, and 
reducing the production of waste, including through sustainable construction methods. 
Encourage renewable energy/fuel production whilst ensuring that adverse impacts are 
addressed, including on landscape, wildlife, heritage assets and amenity.  

8.  Be designed to minimise pollution, including air, noise and light, and to safeguard water 
quality.  

9.  Be designed reflecting the need to adapt to the impacts of climate change (for example 
higher temperatures, increased flooding, increased pressure on water resources, impacts 
on ecology and built heritage and impacts on ground conditions).  

10. Be located to minimise flood risk, through the application of the Sequential Test and where 
necessary the Exceptions Test, taking account of all sources of flooding including fluvial, 
surface water, sewer and pluvial flooding, and reservoir failure, and manage flood risk 
through the use of SuDS and flood resistant/resilient design features, and where necessary 
provide floodplain compensation.  

 
The criteria within this policy, along with policy CS4, will guide the allocation of sites through 
the DMP  
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Draft Policy CS9 is also of note in relation to more detailed matters: 
 
 1.  The Council will expect new development to be constructed to the following standards 

(taking into account the overall viability of the proposed development at the time the 
application is made):  

a.  New housing: to a minimum of Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4. To achieve Level 4, the 
Council may require (through the DMP) or encourage (through supplementary guidance) 
minimum standards for some tradeable Code elements to be provided in particular 
locations or for particular types of housing development.  

b.  Relevant non-residential development of new or replacement buildings, or extensions to 
existing structures: to a minimum of BREEAM ‘very good’.  

2.  The Council will work with developers and other partners to encourage and promote the 
development of decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy (including combined 
heat and power) as a means to help future development meet zero-carbon standards 
affordably.  

a.  Where a major development is planned that generates, is within, or is adjacent to an area of 
significant heat density, it will be expected that the potential to create, or connect to, a 
district heating network is fully investigated. Such developments will be identified in the 
DMP where possible.  

b.  Where a district heat network exists or is planned, or where there is potential to utilise 
waste heat, the Council may require – where feasible and viable - development in these 
areas to be designed to facilitate its use and connect to it.  
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Appendix B 
 
Saved Local Plan Policies 
 
Policy Ho 9 
 
In order to maintain and enhance the natural and built environment of the Borough, all 
residential development will be required to satisfy the following criteria:- 
 
(i)  the development must be laid out and designed to make the best use of the site and its 

physical characteristics, views into and out of the site and aspect. Existing trees, 
vegetation, watercourses and other interesting features will be expected to be retained; 

(ii)  conserve and promote nature conservation interests; 
(iii)  promote or reinforce local distinctiveness; 
(iv)  the scale of development should not be detrimental to the character of the surrounding 

area. High rise development will not be permitted; 
(v)  the layout and design should not seriously affect the amenities of 

adjoining properties; 
(vi)  be designed to a high standard incorporating elevational treatments, roofscape and 

building materials and complement the character of the area; 
(vii)  the layout and density of development on the edge of the urban areas should be such as 

to achieve the appropriate transition to the countryside beyond; 
(viii) additional landscaping proposals will be required and should be considered at an early 

stage as an integral part of the overall design; 
(ix)  the environment created for the residents of the proposed development must be 

satisfactory, in terms of outlook, privacy and adequacy of garden space; 
(x)  in addition to landscaping and other incidental amenity open space, the developer shall 

provide and arrange for the maintenance of appropriately sited areas of formal outdoor 
playing space, either as an integral part of the development or in the form of a commuted 
sum in accordance with Policy Re 6; 

(xi)  proposals will be expected to comply with the current highway design standards, and 
parking provision must be made to the currently adopted standards; 

(xii)  take into account the requirements of energy conservation. 
 
Policy Ho 13 
 
Maintenance of the character of the area will normally be the prime consideration when 
residential development is contemplated and is of particular relevance for infill development 
and redevelopment. Only those proposals which conform to the pattern of development in the 
surrounding area and would not unreasonably affect the amenities of adjoining properties will 
be permitted. 
 
Policy Ho 15 
 
Within Residential Areas of Special Character, as shown on the Proposals Map,  
redevelopment will not normally be permitted. Proposals for residential  
development including infilling, replacement, rebuilding and extensions will normally only be 
permitted if the proposal:- 
(i)  respects and is compatible with the existing character of the residential area; 
(ii) maintains the existing visual predominance of tree cover and spacious gardens; 
(iii)  maintains generous spacing between buildings; 
(iv)  does not result in the removal of trees and other features that make a significant 

contribution to the area's character; 
(v)  results in plot sizes not significantly smaller than those prevailing within the surrounding 

area; 
(vi)  maintains the high level of privacy and residential amenity associated with such areas; 

and 
(vii) meets the appropriate design criteria as set out in Policies Ho 9and Ho 16. 
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Policy Ho 14 
 
Proposals for housing developments involving back garden land will normally be required to 
comply with the following criteria:- 
(i)  the general pattern and form of development in the area is maintained; 
(ii)  the proposed plot sizes and spacings between buildings reflects that predominating in the 

surrounding area; 
(iii)  the proposal does not seriously affect the amenity of existing properties by overlooking, 

loss of privacy, or obtrusiveness; 
(iv)  existing landscape features are retained and additional planting included as an integral 

part of the scheme; 
(v)  any access road into the proposed development does not create an undue  disruption to 

the character and appearance of an existing road frontage; 
(vi)  the development is serviced from an access road constructed to the currently approved 

highway standards; 
(vii)  the proposal can be fully implemented by the developer in a single phase or as approved 

by the Borough Council, and 
(viii) the appropriate design criteria as set out in Policy Ho 9 are met in full. 
 
Policy Ho 16 
 
Where frontage plots or extensions to dwellings in the urban areas are proposed, the Borough 
Council will seek to minimise the effects on the character of the surrounding area and on 
adjoining properties by requiring:- 
(i)  that consideration is given to the type, design and size of dwelling or extension proposed, 

in relation to the plot size and shape and to the relationship with existing properties; and 
(ii) the appropriate design criteria as set out in Policies Ho 9 and Ho 15  are met in full. 
 
Policy Pc 4 
 
The Borough Council will protect, conserve and enhance the tree cover in the Borough 
through the use of development control powers, its own resources where available, and by the 
making of Tree Preservation Orders. The Borough Council will require compliance with the 
latest arboricultural and silvicultural standards in respect of any tree works or development 
near to trees. 
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Appendix C Current Listed buildings and gardens (as at Oct 2013) 
 
 

The Warren, Kingswood  
L  Gate piers north of Warren Gate (1835)  
 

(North)  
L  Shepherd's Well (e.19c.)  
L  Kingswood Warren (including terrace), (1835 by T Knowles, altered by W Smith, 1873)  
Lg  Garden Drive at The Warren, Kingswood (Front rhododendron shrubbery to Caythia, Devon 

House, Shepherds Well, House in the Wood, Claremount, The    Shieling, Hilborough, Barrow 
House, Silverwood) (19

th 
century) 

 Warren Lodge Drive, Kingswood  
II     Kingswood Court (1912 by E Newton)  
Lg   Garden at Kingswood Court 1912)  
L    Vicarage Gate Mews (Vicarage 1835)  
 

Lg   Garden and Drive at Kingswood Warren, (Kingswood BBC and front rhododendron shrubbery 
between the Warren and Sandy lane including Wentworth, West Acre, Pine Trees, Hilmore, 
Touchwood, Mylesdown, Farleigh, Dendrons, Hazelbirch, Unicorn House, Warwick Lodge, 
Willow Lodge, Little Hale, Burford House, Woodland Lodge, Compass House, Badgers, 
Sheridan, Avalon, Weavers, Hoyland House, Hoyland Down, Harlequin, Woodend, Old Trees, 
Firethorn, Warren Cottages and garden at Inwarren (now Rushstead House, Meadcombe, 
Craighall Heights and Standen Place)) Woodland Way, Kingswood (19

th 
century)  

 
 
II Church of St Andrew (1848 Architect: B. Ferrey)  
II  c Flint wall & lych-gate to St Andrew's Church (1848)  
II  Coal Tax Post, 185 yards south of junction with Vicarage Close (1861)  
II  Coal Tax Post outside Red House School, NGR TQ 24115654 (1861) 
 
KEY  
 
II   Statutory listed structure - Grade 2 
L   Building - Local list   
Lg Garden  - Local list  
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Appendix D Minor works  

 

The following photos illustrate changes which although minor in themselves are cumulatively  
eroding the sylvan/semi rustic characteristics of much of Kingswood. The following examples 
below illustrate a number of these and contrast some of them with situations where 
character has been preserved.    

 

 

Wall breaks landscape continuity and character. Set back conifer hedge and topiaried 
shrubs interrupts Rhododendron verged  Arcadian avenue      

 

Walls make significant breaks in and erode Arcadian landscape continuity and character. 
Kerbs formed with large modules set high, even when of good quality, nonetheless erode 
rustication and suburbanise  
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Large module concrete kerb giving a harsh edge and below as it was before (seen from the 
opposite direction)– soft/ rustic  
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A recently implemented suburban solution (by gardening contractors): a large module 
concrete kerb module with shingle verge.  Heavily manicured Rhododendrons but with no 
planting behind.  cf to treatment opposite where second line of planting is allowed to grow 
taller and be less manicured also has a grass verge - all continuing the Arcadian character 
and tradition  

 

 

Wall again interrupts the otherwise rustic boundaries. Elsewhere larger landscape elements 
back up the clipped hedges in a semi-formal Arcadian arrangement   
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Modest and heavily clipped front hedge backed up a large landscape mass again in a semi-
formal arrangement  

 

Discrete kerb edging in sets installed with only a small upstand    
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Exemplary informal Arcadian front boundaries 

 

 

Whilst there is a modest laurel hedge, there are no other vertical landscaping components 
behind it – the area is given over to “a sea” of grass. In consequence the building dominates 
the composition. Similarly, its neighbour is relatively unenclosed  
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The above as seen in a wider street context  

 

 

 

    A good quality fence and with landscaping above but nonetheless suburbanising.   
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Rear garden stripped of existing shrubbery – which is being burnt on a hot summer day: 
much to the annoyance of adjacent residents!  

 

 

Boundary Rhododendrons grubbed out instead of staged pruning to reshape - with quicker 
results than any replanting. Note also “Heras” fencing nominally around a preserved Oak 
tree. This does nothing to protect the “surface” rooting which is vital to the trees health and 
which is damaged by the use of mechanical diggers in removing stumps, roots etc. of shrubs 
nearby. As a guide the root protection  area advised in the British Standard on tress in 
relation to construction (BS 5837 2012) is 12 times the trunk diameter measured 1.5m above 
the ground   
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Appendix E Draft construction conditions  

 CONSTRUCTION METHOD STATEMENT 

No development shall take place including any works of demolition until a construction 
management plan or construction method statement has been submitted to and been 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved plan/statement shall be 
adhered to throughout the construction period. The statement shall provide for:  
 

• parking of vehicle of site operatives and visitors 
• a location for delivery vehicles to off load clear of the highway 
• arrangements for turning vehicles (on site if required specify)  
• a location for the storage of materials  
• routes for construction traffic, particularly lorries, from either the A217 or 

B2032 
• hours of operation (OMIT but only if “CEMP” below used) 
• method of prevention of mud being carried onto highway  
• any proposed temporary traffic restrictions and  
• arrangements for dealing with materials from site clearance including 

vegetation and surplus construction materials (burning will, in general, not be 
agreed)  

 

Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residents and highway safety   

cf Model condition  

No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a Construction 
Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning 
authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout the construction period. 
The Statement shall provide for: 

• the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors  
• loading and unloading of plant and materials  
• storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development  
• OMIT the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative  

displays and facilities for public viewing, where appropriate  
• wheel washing facilities  
• measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction  
• a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and 

construction  works 
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CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (CEMP)  

No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a site specific 
Construction Environmental Management Plan has been submitted to and been approved in 
writing by the Council thereafter its approved content shall be implemented in full. The plan 
must demonstrate the adoption and use of the best practicable means to reduce the effects 
of noise, vibration, dust and site lighting. The plan should include but not necessarily be 
limited to:  

 
• Arrangements for liaison with the Council’s Pollution Control Team  
• All works and ancillary operations which are audible at the site boundary, or at 

such other place as may be agreed with the Local Planning Authority, shall be 
carried out only between the following hours:  08 00 Hours and 18 00 Hours 
on Mondays to Fridays and 08 00 and 13 00 Hours on Saturdays and; at no 
time on Sundays and Bank Holidays.   

• Deliveries to and removal of plant, equipment, machinery and waste from the 
site must only take place within the permitted hours detailed above.  

• Mitigation measures as defined in BS 5528: Parts 1 and 2: 2009 Noise and 
Vibration Control on Construction and Open Sites shall be used to minimise 
noise disturbance from construction works. 

• Procedures for emergency deviation of the agreed working hours.  
• Control measures for dust and other air-borne pollutants.  
• Measures for controlling the use of site lighting whether required for safe 

working or for security purposes.  
 
 
 
Reason: In the interests of the amenities of surrounding occupiers 
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Appendix F: Extract from Surrey Geological Map   NORTH
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APPENDIX G:  EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL LANDSCAPING SCHEME  
 
Location and Setting 
 
The site is located within the Kingswood Warren Residential Area of Special Character 
(RASC)  
 
This area developed over a number of years to meet the requirements of affluent 
commuters and is closely associated with the development of the railway stations. The 
geology, landform and drainage form the character of the landscape, which is on clay 
overlaying chalk and was largely agricultural prior to the growth in housing throughout 
the 1930s and 1950s.  
 
Areas of development such as Kingswood are of low density and are in previously 
wooded belts in close proximity to areas of high quality landscape.  
 
Originally this density ensured that the properties were still dominated by their landscape 
setting. Many trees are forest woodland species and mature in size and all roads are 
edged with grass verges and hedges. 
 

 
Typical view of road in Kingswood Warren reflecting the arcadian character 
  
It is considered desirable to keep deciduous species in new landscape proposals of tree 
planting to retain the seasonal variations and colours, however there are notable 
coniferous species integrated in the landscape.  
 

mailto:mwlandscapedesigns@gmail.com
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1. Background to the Landscape Proposals 
 
The proposals to replace the building on the site give the opportunity to improve the 
landscape setting in keeping with the aspirations of the established and protected 
character of the area. The client is anxious to plant the front garden at the property with 
trees and understorey shrubs which will further reflect the ‘Arcadian’ character of the 
Kingswood estate and serve to partially screen the proposed building. This landscaping 
will also extend to the side boundaries. 
 
There are some significant trees already established adjacent to the site which will be 
retained and protected. Mature spine planting, largely of rhododendrons, exists at the 
front. These shrubs will be kept where possible and pruned to improve and thicken their 
structural form. Additional planting is proposed of large shrubs as a spine, a medium 
height understorey tier, and a ground cover layer. The presentation to the street will be 
of an informal layered landscape to give screening and glimpsed views of the property. A 
length of hedging will be laid at the back of the grass verge in keeping with next door 
properties.  
 
The proposed trees selected are forms of indigenous species, selected to complement the existing 
forest trees. However there is scope for several large forest trees towards the road along the 
southern side of the drive. Advanced nursery stock and semi-mature sized trees are specified 
where the landscape is currently open and bare and some screening and enclosure is desirable at 
an early stage. 

 
The rear garden boundaries are surrounded with mature large trees providing dense 
screening and privacy. 
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2. Scheme Layout and Site Appraisal 
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The landscape proposals will introduce tree and shrub planting to the front garden, 
thickening the boundary with ‘the adjoining property and supplementing the front 
shrubbery with a new hedge providing further screening.  
 
The property frontage will conform to the prevailing landscape character of the 
Kingswood Warren estate and enhance the street scene accordingly. The new building 
will be set behind the proposed planting scheme to the front garden and on maturity, the 
proposed northern boundary planting will provide a screen with only glimpsed views. 
 
 
 
3 Landscape Proposals 
 
Several large forest trees and medium scale trees around the perimeter of the site, 
allowing glimpses only of the property, will accord with the surrounding landscape 
treatments and the design principles embodied in the planning guidance for the area. 
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4 Landscape Planting Plan 
 
The basis of the proposals for which this landscaping scheme has been designed is as 
follows; 
 
In relation to considerations of character, the proposal respects and reinforces the site’s 
Informal Arcadian setting in three key ways:- 
 

•    By adopting a footprint and siting for the building which allows sufficient room 
for the right type of landscaping to dominate and contain it.  

 
•    By adopting a heavily articulated form for the first floor and roof which 

disaggregates the mass and scale of the building particularly when it is viewed 
three dimensionally.  

 
•    By proposing and specifying high quality landscaping as an integral part of 

the development.   
 
In respect of the first and third of these, the combination of deep building line and 
generous side spacing allows room for both the retention of the existing trees to the 
south and for extensive new landscaping to the front and north sides 
 
The scheme proposes tree and shrub species typical of Informal Arcadia and includes a 
number of semi mature tress to give an element of “instant impact”. To assist 
understanding, the landscaping strategy, adopted by the detailed scheme, is shown on 
the site layout. In respect of the existing trees, the attached arboricultural assessment 
demonstrates that the proposed siting does not prejudice their retention and a condition 
requiring implementation of the “TPP” is invited.  
 

  The planting proposals are set out on the plan below; 
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5 Planting Schedule 
 
Tree planting 
Species   size    number 
Acer rubrum ‘Columnare’ Advanced Nursery Stock 

Semi Mature root balled 
2 
2 

Betula  pendula Multi-stemmed 
Advanced Nursery Stock 

1 

Carpinus betulus fastigiata Semi Mature root balled 2 
Crataegus prunifolia Advanced Nursery Stock 3 
Fagus sylvatica Semi Mature root balled 2 
Malus ‘Profusion’ Advanced Nursery stock 3 
Picea abies ‘Pyramidalis’ Advanced Nursery stock 4 
Coryllus avellana Advanced Nursery stock 1 
Parottia persica Advanced Nursery stock 1 

Shrubs 
Species 
Cornus alba ‘Spaethii’ 3litre 110 
Cornus stolonifera ‘Flavimera’ 3 litre 30 
Cotinus coggygria atropurpureus 
 

10 litre 3 
Cotoneaster horizontalis 3 litre 35 
Garrya eliptica 10 litre 3 
Hebe brachysiphon 3 litre 10 
Hebe colensoi ‘Glauca’ 3 litre 10 
Hebe salicifolia 3 litre 10 
Heuchera ‘Pearl Drops’ 2 litre 15 
Lavandula nana alba 2 litre 105 
Potentilla’Abbotswood’ 3 litre 30 
Potentilla rupestris 3 litre 30 
Pinus mugo 5 litre 3 
Pinus mugo ‘Mops’ 5 litre 6 
Prunus laurocerasus 
 ‘Otto Luyken’ 

 
3 litre 

 
25 

Prunus lusitanica 3 litre 30 
Rhododendron indica ‘Alaska’ 5 litre 20 
Rhododendron ‘White Cascade’ 5 litre 16 
Rhododendron ‘Palestrina’ 5 litre 14 
Viburnum tomentosum ‘Mariesii’ 5 litre 26 
All stock is to conform to BS 3936, Part 1.  
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7       Images of Proposed Planting TREES

Tree Size Specification Terms

Advanced Nursery stock  Clear stem of 1500mm – 2400mm
    Stem diameter 180mm-250mm

Semi Mature root ball stock
Semi-mature trees are defined by the British Standards Institution and HTA as:-
‘Trees with an overall height in excess of 4 metres and/or stem girth
measurement (circumference) of 20 centimetres or larger.

They will have been transplanted several times and are likely to be more than
10 – 15 years old.
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Images of Proposed Planting TREES
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Cornus alba ‘Spaethii’

Cotinus coggygria

Cotoneaster horizontalis

Cornus stolonifera ‘Flavimera’

Hebe colensoi ‘Glauca’

Hebe salicifolia

Images of Proposed Planting SHRUBS
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Garrya eliptica

Hebe brachysiphon

Potentilla ‘Abbotswood’

Heuchera ‘Pearl Drops’

Lavandula nana  alba

Prunus laurocerasus ‘Otto Luyken’

Images of Proposed Planting SHRUBS
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Potentilla rupestris

Pinus mugo

Pinus mugo ‘Mops’

Prunus lusitanica

Rhododendron indica ‘Alaska

Rhododendron ‘White Cascade

Images of Proposed Planting SHRUBS
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Rhododendron ‘Palestrina’ Viburnum tomentosum ‘Mariesii’

Images of Proposed Planting SHRUBS

Appendix G is attributed to: Marion Wardell Dip LA    
mwlandscapedesigns@gmail.com and is reproduced with her kind permission 
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